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SAYING 'WE...'

To talk about something you and other people do together, use the form of the verb ending in -mos.

¿Pedimos una botella de vino? Shall we get a bottle of wine?

It goes with nosotros, nosotras, the word for 'we' which you may hear but don't always have to use.

nosotros, nosotras we

The endings for regular verbs are:

preguntar: preguntamos to ask: we ask
comer: comemos carne to eat: we eat meat
vivir: vivimos en Inglaterra to live: we live in England

And some common irregular ones:

ser: soy, somos to be: I am, we are
querer: quiero, queremos to want: I want, we want
ir: voy, vamos to go: I go, we go